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Artist: Kinematik VKE ( feat. Scott Lawlor)
Album: Black Gravity

Release notes:

There are two prevailing concepts in astronomy; dark energy and dark matter. Dark 
energy is a form of energy that contributes to the increasing expansion velocity of the 
universe. Dark matter can not be seen directly but does have a gravitational effect on 
visible matter. Both of these theories can also be applied to the type of universe we exist 
in. Dark energy can cause it to expand indefinitely, in which case all the hydrogen in the 
universe will eventually run out and everything goes dark (open theory), or dark matter 
will be just enough to stop expansion and eventually cause all matter to collapse inward 
(closed and occillating universe). Black gravity is my interpretation of dark matter's 
gravitational effect where there is the possibility of the universe's slow fall inward.
I would like to thank Scott Lawlor for allowing me to use samples from his album Dark 
Flow

Sound sources:
Dark Flow by Scott Lawlor
Various samples from Freesound.org

Release details:

Label: 45 Echoes Sounds
Catalog: 45E032-2014
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Style: Ambient, Space Ambient, Drone, Dark Ambient, Longform 
Total time: 73:44
Format: Lossless (FLAC); MP3 320 kbps, VBR MP3
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Tracks: 1
Music by Kinematik VKE, Scott Lawlor
Cover image from ESA/Hubble (http://www.spacetelescope.org/images/heic1111a/

Artist info:

Kinematik VKE is the artist and curator of the netlabel The Inner Cinema 
(archive.org/details/theinnercinema)
Scott Lawlor is an ambient artist that can be heard every week as the host of The Blind Flight on 
Stillstream.com 

Please Visit on Kinematik VKE Webs: 
http://theblindflight.wordpress.com/   
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